
 

Du Meter Portable ((INSTALL))

DU Meter Portable allows you to use the Internet in a way in which it was initially intended: unrestricted, unlimited, and without any charges. For those who use the Internet as a mean to make money, this is a must! DU Meter Portable keeps track of the number of hours that you are online each month, and the number of MBytes that you download or upload. It also tracks the number of times that the connection has been terminated. If you are going to pass an assessment of your internet usage at work, DU Meter Portable will be your best friend! As a Microsoft Certified Trainer, I love to
publish free software that is of general use to users of Windows. My latest project is an Internet traffic meter application which shows the amount of bandwitdh used in a month and which totals the number of hours connected. This helps me to keep track of my usage and also to teach about the Internet connection. Internet is a blessing for the average user. But unfortunately most people have no idea how to use it. I've created DU Meter Portable with the purpose of keeping track of the unlimited usage hours. DU Meter Portable is a small utility for Windows that shows Internet usage

and bandwidth usage. Every user of the Internet should have a meter of some sort running on his or her machine. DU Meter Portable is very easy to use and very helpful. If you have a DSL modem (ADSL, ADSL2, VDSL) or a cable modem (channel 1, 2, 3) and you use wireless broadband (IEEE 802.11b, 802.11g) or a mobile broadband connection (such as a HotSpot) you might like the ability to be able to monitor your speed. With Du Meter Portable you can keep an eye on your download and upload speeds.
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Du Meter Portable

By using a program like DU Meter you can keep a running log of the data that you have transmitted or downloaded over the Internet. Du Meter is designed to be connected by means of a serial port, and will report the total amount of data transferred, the total amount of received data, the amount of times the data was re-sent,
when the re-sending occurred, and also the average packet size. Download and run the updated version of the program DU Meter. This edition is fully compatible with Windows Vista. It is also a Universal Windows App, meaning it can be installed on any Windows 7, Vista, or Windows 8 PC and can run on an existing Windows XP

installation, since it is a standard Windows application. Select the Internet Explorer (IE) that you want the program to work with and install it. Du Meter will run automatically once installed. Du Meter was designed with simplicity, speed and accuracy in mind, and no matter how well you configure it, it won't slow down or run poorly
on your PC.Du Meter was a must have for me after my DSL connection suddenly dropped out. I would have to search for hours to find a previous report to determine what to do. I am now able to see the previous reports all in one place, and am able to change the system default configuration at any time if I later decide to change

how it is configured. Du Meter allows you to connect to the Internet by means of a serial port, and will report the total amount of data transferred, the total amount of received data, the amount of times the data was re-sent, when the re-sending occurred, and also the average packet size. 5ec8ef588b
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